T11 Liaison Report to T10

- T11 last met on December 9, 1999 in Reno, NV
  - 74 attended from 62 organizations
  - Membership at 71 organizations (-EMC,Mylex,DG/Clariion, +SANCastle)
- Merger approved of T11.4 into T11.3
- Recommended Yes vote on ISO HIPPI-6400-PH
- LBs open on ST, HIPPI-6400-OPT, SM-LL-V
- Moved to forward ST Reliable Transport PP, 10GFC
  - Procedural issues about what to do about comment resolution on LB on PP
- Motion to employ T12 attendance rules failed 14-28-29
- Next meeting Feb 14-18, Huntington Beach
Relative Ordering of ACC & retransmissions

• Drawings imply that ACC transmitted prior to retransmitted frames
• Not specified in words in FCP-2
• Suggest that either ordering be permissible
  • Allows a reject if frames cannot be successfully retransmitted
Use of LS_RJT as reply to SRR

- Current spec calls for LS_RJT as the fail return to SRR
  - Made perfect sense when SRR was an ELS
  - Now means response has different R_CTL & TYPE than request

- Suggest a new FC4 Link Data Reply command code to mean REJ
  - 02 means ACC. Fail could be either 01 or 03.
  - Put reason code/explanation in PARAMETER field as in LS_RJT
  - TYPE 08, R_CTL FC4 Link Data Reply.